
 

10 Ways to Increase Your Compensation 
in a Motorcycle Accident Injury Case 

 

The HandBookThe HandBookThe HandBookThe HandBook    
 

1)1)1)1) Save the EvidenceSave the EvidenceSave the EvidenceSave the Evidence    

 

The court will determine your case based on the facts. Based on the strength of your case, the 

other party will decide whether or not to offer you a reasonable settlement. That is, the more you 

can do to preserve evidence, the better your chances of winning your case. 

 

If you are able, take photographs of the accident site and your immediate injuries. It is critical to 

try to get names and contact information for witnesses. If there is a police report, you should 

obtain a copy as quickly as feasible. Your lawyer can use this material to gather comprehensive 

witness testimonies and prepare the case. 

 

2)2)2)2) Seek Medical AttentionSeek Medical AttentionSeek Medical AttentionSeek Medical Attention    

 

Winning your personal injury lawsuit involves receiving appropriate compensation for your 

injuries and other losses. You'll need an accurate image of your damages to achieve this. 

Doctors and other health care providers will be required to document your injuries and develop 

a treatment plan. This documentation may persuade the other party to come to the table and 

offer a greater settlement. Even if you are unclear about the degree of your injuries, you should 

seek medical attention.  

 

If your doctor suggests a treatment plan, you should strictly adhere to it. This should involve 

obtaining any required physical therapy as well as treatment for issues like as flashbacks and 

post-traumatic stress disorder. 

 

3)3)3)3) Your claim is fully valued.Your claim is fully valued.Your claim is fully valued.Your claim is fully valued.    

 

Don't think you're restricted to a single sort of harm. You may sustain a variety of sorts of 

damages as a result of your accident. You might not even be aware of all of the many types of 

injuries and losses you've suffered. 

 

You may be able to seek compensation for the loss of regular use of bodily functions as well as 

mental distress. This is in addition to recouping your out-of-pocket expenses. An expert Nevada 

personal injury lawyer can work with you to assess each of these types of damages individually. 



 

 

Don't Be Overly ExcitedDon't Be Overly ExcitedDon't Be Overly ExcitedDon't Be Overly Excited    

 

When you're wounded, it's natural to want a check as quickly as possible. Accepting the first 

offer you receive may prohibit you from receiving the best possible pay.  

To obtain the greatest possible outcome in your case, you must convince the other party that 

you are prepared to go the extra mile. This may imply turning down the first, second, or even 

third offer. It is critical to consult with an attorney to obtain expert advice on whether to accept or 

refuse a settlement offer. 

 

DescribeDescribeDescribeDescribe    why the offer is why the offer is why the offer is why the offer is UUUUnsatisfactorynsatisfactorynsatisfactorynsatisfactory....    

 

Part of obtaining maximum compensation is persuading the other party that you have a solid 

case. When you get an inadequate settlement offer, you can reply by explaining to the opposing 

party why it is unsatisfactory, accompanied by proof that backs up your claims. 

 

This rejection of a settlement might demonstrate to them that you are devoted to receiving the 

compensation you deserve and that you have a solid case under Nevada law. An attorney can 

assist you with all of the issues associated with rejecting a settlement offer and providing proof 

as to why it is deemed inadequate. 

 

Don't Neglect Considering Future DamagesDon't Neglect Considering Future DamagesDon't Neglect Considering Future DamagesDon't Neglect Considering Future Damages    

 

A personal injury can result in both immediate and long-term damages. It is possible that you 

will not entirely heal from your injuries before your case gets to trial. When discussing a 

settlement amount, it is critical to consider future recovery.  

 

Future damages might be included in your claim. Future damages may potentially account for 

the bulk of your losses in some circumstances. You must collaborate with medical specialists to 

document and include these losses in your claim.  

 

Make Your CaseMake Your CaseMake Your CaseMake Your Case    PresentablePresentablePresentablePresentable    

 

Even if your lawsuit never gets to trial, doing the effort to establish your case systematically can 

maximize your damages. This involves issuing discovery demands on the other party and 

having your lawyers conduct depositions or seek records. You may need to examine a variety of 

medical specialists, and your attorney may need to consult with additional expert witnesses to 

strengthen your case. 

 

Having a solid case ready for trial might put pressure on the responsible party to grant you a 

reasonable settlement. If the opposing side suspects you're not putting in the effort to establish 

your case, they'll be more inclined to undercut your settlement offer. If they know you're 

prepared to go to trial and win, they'll be more willing to offer you a fair wage. 

 



 

DoDoDoDon't n't n't n't Delay Filing Your CaseDelay Filing Your CaseDelay Filing Your CaseDelay Filing Your Case    

 

You have a certain amount of time after an injury to file a lawsuit. It is critical to bring your case 

as soon as possible since you do not want to risk running out of time. You may not be able to 

recover anything once the statue of limitations has passed. 

In addition, filing your case allows you to begin gathering evidence formally. This is an important 

part of being able to maintain the evidence needed to construct your case. It also communicates 

to the opposing party that you are serious about obtaining a fair recovery and pushing the 

matter through the courts as fast as feasible. 

 

Avoid social Avoid social Avoid social Avoid social MediaMediaMediaMedia    

 

Most people are acquainted with the statement "anything you say may and will be used against 

you in court." Unfortunately, not everyone understands that this statement also applies to what 

you post on social media. If you're alleging severe injuries but your Social media profile portrays 

a different narrative, it might jeopardize your case. The opposing side is watching, and your best 

strategy is to remain silent and let your attorney speak for you. It's also a good idea not to 

discuss any part of your injury case with anybody or anyplace until a settlement has been made. 

 

Make a Good Initial ImpressionMake a Good Initial ImpressionMake a Good Initial ImpressionMake a Good Initial Impression    

 

The opposing party will make a settlement offer based on what they believe a jury will do at trial. 

Juries base their decisions on what they see and hear throughout the trial. It is critical to put 

your best foot forward. 

 

This entails always being nice and respectful, as well as looking your best when in court. All of 

these minor details might assist you persuade the opposing party that a jury would be 

sympathetic to what transpired in your case. This minor effort may persuade the opposing party 

to offer you a reasonable settlement. 

 

An Attorney Can AssistAn Attorney Can AssistAn Attorney Can AssistAn Attorney Can Assist 

 

A skilled personal injury lawyer can assist you in determining what steps need to be taken to 

maximize your compensation. At each level, they may assist you in building your case and 

communicating with the opposing party in order to reach a fair settlement. 

 

If your case gets to trial, your attorney will assist you in presenting yourself and your case in the 

best possible light. The legal procedure requires patience, but your attorney can assist you in 

navigating complicated legal system and pursuing a course of action that results in the highest 

potential compensation for your case. 

 

You May Also You May Also You May Also You May Also Read ThisRead ThisRead ThisRead This    
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